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Introduction

Online teaching is a relatively new phenomenon. While online instructors continually experiment 
with what works given their own teaching style and what the learner brings to the environment, 
instructors can benefit from a growing body of literature provided by seasoned, distance educators. 
In general, distance educators find that success hinges on how well the instructor is able to shift the 
responsibility of the learning to the student and how well the student assumes that responsibility. By 
developing strategies in the following areas, instructors can provide students with the tools needed 
to be successful, independent online learners.

Understanding Your Audience

Learners bring diverse backgrounds, prior knowledge, experiences, and learning preferences to their 
study. Most adult learners have other responsibilities, such as jobs and family needs. Taking into 
account students’ abilities, skills, and needs when designing a course (e.g., selecting instructional 
strategies, types of delivery, and assessment strategies) helps makes the course effective for a diverse 
student population.

Survey students at the beginning of the class to collect information regarding their background and 
learning preferences. You can use this data to personalize individual conversations, relate student life 
experiences to the content to make it more relevant, or determine gaps in prerequisite knowledge 
to direct students to appropriate tutorials or other support (e.g., instruction on study skills, library 
research, and writing papers). 

Expectations

Clearly articulate expectations in the beginning to set the tone for the course. Students know what 
to learn, how to learn it, and at what level when course goals, learning objectives, instructional 
materials, assignments, and feedback mechanisms are communicated with sufficient elaboration. 
Furthermore, students are aware of the skills and time commitment needed to be successful online 
when expectations about their role are articulated.

Performance

Since a distance course relies almost entirely on written forms of communication, it is necessary 
to be as explicit as possible. The Course Info section in Blackboard is the place to clearly spell out 
course policies, procedures, and participation requirements. (Refer to Appendix A for a sample 
Course Information Table of Contents).

Achievable, measurable objectives clearly communicate to students what it is they are expected 
to do as a result of instruction. Objectives serve as the distance learner’s guide for learning 
and assessment and, as such, can be used as a self-check on the mastery of course content. 
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A tremendous amount of time is spent at the beginning of the design of an online course on 
objective writing. Objectives serve as the foundation of instructional design; they serve as a driver 
for content chunking, instructional strategies, and assessment strategies. Discussion of objectives 
should not be limited to the beginning of the course, but should be incorporated throughout by 
explicitly relating how objectives are tied to topics, activities, assignments, and assessment. This 
helps students to understand why they need to engage in learning activities, what outcomes the 
activity will help them achieve, and how they will know they’ve achieved the objectives. 

Ample practice with feedback communicates to students the importance of what they are being asked 
to do and clarifies your expectations about what you expect the student to be able to do. Another 
strategy for communicating expectations is to provide samples of various levels of performance drawn 
from the work of former students (with names kept anonymous).

Encourage students to submit a draft of their papers, assignments, or project reports for comments and 
suggestions, if time allows. Providing individualized comments on rough drafts and final submissions is 
highly effective in communicating expectations and monitoring students’ progress.

Role of Learners

In an online class, students are expected to take a more active role in their learning than in a face-
to-face class. By clarifying how you expect students to participate and contribute to the class, you 
clearly establish the ground rules for success. Typically, students are expected to:

•   Participate by reading what their peers say online and responding to ideas and questions.

•   Share knowledge and experiences about the process and content of the course.

•   Organize their time effectively and meet deadlines.

•   Be self-motivated and self-directed.

•   Be ready to learn and persist through unfamiliar and sometime unreliable technology.

•   Serve as resources for each other.

•   Respect each others’ views and experiences.

•   Read assigned materials and reflect upon what they’ve learned.

•   Provide timely, meaningful feedback to the instructor and their peers.

•   Be proactive. 

•   Be effective team members.
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Communication

The most common complaint of students taking an online course is the sense of loneliness or 
isolation. Communication is the key to bridging this isolation. Students who feel disconnected 
because of an instructor’s lack of communication tend to achieve less and express dissatisfaction 
with the course. Successful communication requires more thought and planning than it does in a 
face-to-face class.

Effective, efficient communication strategies based on the following guidelines enable instructors to 
keep students informed and motivated without placing undue demands on their time.

•   Delegate. Don’t spend time answering questions others can answer. Connect students early 
to the support services already in place. Encourage students to post their question to the group 
before asking the instructor a question. Chances are another student has the answer. 

•   Manage e-mail and discussion forums. Tell students your policy on the nature and 
frequency with which you respond to e-mail and participate in discussions. 

•    Be clear about grades. Students are very concerned about grades and grading. State up front 
what you will grade, how you will grade, and when and how you will make grades available.

•   Send responses to all students when appropriate. If one person has a question about the 
course, chances are other people have the same question. Have students use forums to pose 
questions about the course so all students see the questions and responses. 

Active Learning

Learning is not a spectator sport. Students do not learn much just sitting in classes 
listening to teachers, memorizing prepackaged assignments, and spitting out answers. 
They must talk about what they are learning, write reflectively about it, relate it to 
past experiences, and apply it to their daily lives. They must make what they learn 
part of themselves. (Chickering & Ehrmann, 1996, pp. 3-6)

Active learning occurs when students solve problems, answer questions, pose questions, discuss, 
explain, debate, brainstorm, apply, and reflect on the content, ideas, issues, and concerns of the 
course. Students learn what they do and what they can explain to others. 

Thus, it is important to include activities that promote interaction with the content, as well as 
with people. Learner-instructor interaction can take the form of online journals, quizzes with 
feedback, and discussion forums. Learner-learner interactions may include discussions focused on 
problem-based scenarios, team projects, and resource sharing. Learner-content interactions may 
include study questions, case studies, simulations, and critical thinking activities. Whenever possible, 
base problems and case studies on data and experiences provided by students to increase student 
motivation. Effective activities are well structured and guided by instructors. 
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Assessing Learning

Different kinds of learning require different kinds of assessment. 

Here are some assessment options:

•    Quizzes and exams: Exams can be instructor or computer-scored. Administration of an exam, 
however, poses challenges in an online environment. To ensure test security and prevent cheating, 
universities often require students to take proctored tests. Proctoring adds administrative overhead and 
incurs additional costs if students have to pay a testing center fee. Instructors incorporate alternative 
assessment methods, not only to address issues related to proctoring, but also to reduce or eliminate the 
high-stakes nature of exams.

•    Self-assessment: Students find out how they are doing as they progress through the course if they are 
given periodic questions, quizzes, exercises, or activities with feedback.

•    Learning logs:  Students learn to diagnose their own strengths and weaknesses and generate possible 
remedies when they summarize and analyze information about their own learning on a regular basis. 
Students can do this by keeping learning logs or reflective journals and submitting them periodically. 
For each topic, students list main points they understand and those that are unclear and require more 
study or explanation by the instructor. For assignments, students list problems encountered or errors 
made, including correct responses. 

•    Online discussion: Students can be given points, based on a rubric, to assess the quality and 
frequency of their participation in a discussion. Additional points can be given to students who 
moderate a discussion. Student moderators choose a topic from the syllabus and select online readings 
or experiences for the other students. Instructors can request to review the forum discussion question 
before it’s posted. After the discussion ends, moderators post a summary of the key points.

•    Papers: Students can submit research papers, position papers, or essays. Publishing papers to the web 
allows other students to read and learn from them. Shorter essays posted to the online discussion forum 
can spark discussion. Rubrics provide guidelines and a method for self-evaluation. (Refer to Appendix 
B for a sample rubric on writing papers.)

•    Peer reviews: Students can be given points for reviewing their peer’s papers or projects, based upon 
a rubric that determines the quality of students’ reviews.

•    Individual or collaborative projects: Students can develop a project individually or as members 
of a group. In either case, it is advisable to provide clear directions and assignment guidelines and 
rubrics or checklists. Grading options include assigning the same grade to everyone in the group 
or giving a grade that is an average of the group grade and peer ratings of the quality of that 
person’s participation.

•    Portfolios: Students collect their work in a portfolio over the course of time—either during individual 
courses or over the span of several courses in a degree program. The student decides how to portray 
their achievements using guidelines and assessment criteria provided by the instructor.

•    Presentations: Synchronous communication systems can be used to make presentations. A student 
can use a whiteboard or show a website they’d like everyone to view while holding a live discussion.
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Feedback to Students

Distance learners commonly claim they don’t know how well they’re doing, what they’re 
having difficulty mastering, and what knowledge and skills they are developing. Learning 
without feedback is completely unproductive. Students need timely, frequent, and helpful 
feedback regarding their progress toward mastery of the objectives of the course and constructive 
suggestions on how their work can be improved. 

Providing feedback is time consuming. To help manage the workload, instructors can incorporate 
peer feedback and self-evaluations. These techniques not only free up instructor time, but they are 
intrinsically beneficial to students. Students must process the assignment expectations at a deep level 
to critically analyze someone else’s work, which helps them to critically review their own work. 
Students who receive peer feedback benefit from different perspectives on their work. Finally, self-
evaluation helps students perceive strengths and gaps in their understanding. Peer feedback is most 
effective when criteria or rubrics are used in evaluation and editing.

Blackboard has a quiz feature that provides the option of giving feedback to individual questions. 
Instructive feedback on practice questions embedded into the learning material provides an 
immediate measure of how well the learning objectives are being achieved.  

Feedback From Students

One of the most effective ways to improve teaching and learning during a course is to collect 
feedback from students on how well they are learning. Students who reflect on their learning, 
communicate that information to the instructor, and receive a response from the instructor are more 
likely to feel that they have a stake in the success of their own learning. Feedback has the greatest 
impact when it is collected early in a course. 

Instrument Examples

There are many kinds of data that can be collected to determine what is and is not working. The 
evaluation instruments with the greatest appeal are the ones that are the easiest to use and modify 
and gather data that are easy to interpret and respond to. Sometimes referred to as fast feedback 
techniques, these instruments are quick and efficient and, most importantly, help to make immediate 
changes to courses to improve student learning. 

To use feedback instruments most effectively:

1. Decide which instrument will provide the desired information.

2.  Implement the instrument and collect feedback.

3.  Analyze the feedback for themes or patterns.

4. Respond to the feedback. The response includes a description of the themes and the action that 
will be taken, which may or may not involve a course change depending on the learning goals.
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Below are some examples of feedback techniques. 

Background Knowledge Probe

Background knowledge probes involve asking a few focused questions about those concepts students 
need to know before proceeding with the course. Questions covering prerequisite skills and information 
can be asked at the beginning of a course, the start of a new unit or lesson, or prior to introducing 
an important topic. When collected and analyzed, students’ answers can be extremely useful when 
planning what content to cover in subsequent weeks of instruction. For example, an economics 
instructor might post a question about a supporting graphing skill and ask students to email back the 
answer without consulting any references. A review of students’ responses might lead the instructor to 
post links to appropriate graphing tutorials available on the web or develop an html page summarizing 
key prerequisites.

Misconception/Preconception Check

Misconception/preconception checks are similar to background probes, but focuses on assumptions 
or beliefs that may hinder learning, rather than on students’ prior knowledge. Asking such questions is 
especially useful in courses dealing with controversial or sensitive issues, or those in which students may 
have developed intuitive but inaccurate theories. Students need to deal directly with their preconceived 
notions before they can successfully reach an understanding of why those beliefs are inaccurate. 

Minute Paper

An easy technique used to check student understanding is the minute paper. Minute papers 
can be administered at the end of the week or spaced out every 2-3 weeks. Students respond 
to questions like:

1. What was the most important thing you learned during this class?

2. What important question remains unanswered for you?

Email can be used to distribute questions to students, and responses can be posted to a discussion board 
so all students can benefit from the post.

Muddiest Point

Muddiest point is a question that simply asks, “What was the muddiest point in _________? The focus 
of the question may be a reading, a discussion, an assignment, or an event. Inviting other students to 
provide interpretations of points in question can foster meaningful student-to-student interactions.
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Building Community

Students need to gather in cyberspace, just as they do on campus. They need to establish a 
presence online and allow their personalities to come through. The Internet, when properly 
utilized, connects—not isolates—people. In an online environment people make connections 
through the sharing of ideas and thoughts. The learning community is the vehicle through which 
learning occurs. The most powerful experiences are those in which interaction occurs throughout 
the group instead of between one student and instructor in a group setting. 

Here are some ways to help students have a presence online:

•   Ask students to post bios, picture, and introductions.

•   Invite students to share concerns and expectations about the process.

•   Schedule social chats and face-to-face meetings if possible. 

•   Use synchronous communication when possible (e.g., video conference, telephone calls, 
field trips, local study groups).

•    Ask students to choose a representative character to appear with posts and/on their personal web page.

•    Encourage students to look to one another as resources when they have questions.

•   Invite learners to share their expertise.

•   Encourage participants to provide feedback to one another. 

•   Design activities requiring student collaboration on problems and projects under conditions 
that assure both positive interdependence and individual accountability.

•   Ask students to review each other’s work.

•   Facilitate the mutual negotiation of guidelines regarding how the group will participate.

•   Ask students to select topics of interest to research.

•   Attempt humor (the mere attempt is often sufficient).

Students are motivated and involved when they have frequent student-faculty contact. Faculty who are 
adept at expressing their unique personalities through Web-based communications may be better able to 
connect with students. This, in turn, helps students bond to the instructor and learning environment.

Here are some tips to help an instructor have a presence online:

•   Send start-of-course welcome letter or email.

•   Post a picture of yourself with a welcoming introduction. Give students a sense of who you are 
(e.g., describe interests and provide background information).

•    Use email to respond to individual questions and provide prompt feedback on assignments and exams. 

•   Monitor group discussions, synthesize and communicate key points, address commonly asked 
questions, and track who participates. When students know their instructor is following discussions, 
the quality of their comments and their sense of connection with the instructor increases. 
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Online Discussions

One of the most effective tools used to bring students together in a shared community of learning 
is the discussion forum. Engaging students in discussion topics and issues enhances learning and 
engenders a feeling of connectedness. Here are some advantages of using discussion forums:

 •  Sustained reflection by students leads to more meaningful discussion.

•   Discussion postings provide a record for future reference.

•   Introverted students may be more likely to participate.

•   It’s clear who is and isn’t participating. 

•   Information resources between posts can be easily accessed.

•   Thought-to-thought communication without interference of social issues can be 
more open and meaningful.

While discussion forums have clear advantages, there are some challenges: 

 •  Appropriate structure is required to ensure frequent, timely, and substantive 
student participation.

•   Effective moderation is time-consuming and requires ongoing attention.

•   No body language is present to provide cues or enhance meaning.

•   Online students may work at different paces.

•   Setting a social context and building community is challenging.

Role of the Moderator 

Effective moderation requires a profound shift from traditional instruction. In online courses, 
instructors assume the role of a “guide on the side” and make participants’ insights and 
comments central to learning, rather than their own. Effective discussion strategies provide 
scaffolding to learners as their thinking evolves. Here are some tips:

 •  Focus direction of dialog and deepen discussion so pertinent issues are discussed.

•   Consider a constructivism approach: keep in mind that students help “build” the course by 
their participation in discussion forums. 

•   Stay out of the center of the dialogue and allow participants to react to content, learn by 
verbalizing, and take ownership of new skills and ideas.

•   Help the intellectual content of the discussion move forward with targeted interventions that 
encourage students to think critically.

•   Foster community and a culture of respect: support social aspects of group learning.
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Management

The following suggestions are based on what has worked for experienced online instructors: 

 •  Make discussion participation a requirement: If discussion postings are optional, students tend 
not to post.

•   Require postings on a regular schedule (e.g., post a discussion “trigger” every Monday with 
initial student posting due by Tuesday night and response posting due by Wednesday night).

•   Assign a significant percent of the course grade to discussion participation (e.g., 15%).

•   Evaluate discussions by developing a simple scoring system to ease your workload (e.g., 
2 points for meaningful post with references to readings; 1 point for post with some substance, 
0 points for post with little/no substance or failure to post).

•   Give praise for high-quality postings.

•   Don’t settle for opinions only – require students to supply data and cite the textbook and other 
sources when appropriate.

•   Assign students to moderate discussions to facilitate active learning and ease your workload. 

•   Incorporate student data into e-mail postings to make conversations or discussions more relevant. 

•   Consider creating forums where student teams can work on a question or problem before they 
post to the entire class.

•   Consider inviting content experts (e.g., professional in an industry related to the content, 
faculty at other universities, thought leaders) to moderate selected forums.

•   Consider optimal group size. One discussion forum for a very large class doesn’t work. A rule 
of thumb is to keep discussion groups to 20 or less and chats to 10 or less.

•   Consider configuring groups to mix silent and more vocal students.

•   Consider grouping students by interest or attributes.

•   Limit the number of active discussion groups to ensure participation and focus, as well as ease 
workload. Close discussions when appropriate.

•   Ways to deal with inappropriate communication from students include:

•   Publish rules of engagement in advance (e.g., avoid using all caps since it’s analogous to shouting).

•   Make yourself a real person by including photos of family, statements of philosophy, etc., to 
discourage flames directed at you.

•   Consider calling in the sender of an inflammatory email (if possible) and confronting her with 
what she wrote. 

•   Include questions about the effectiveness of discussion groups in a feedback instrument. 

•  Consider requiring a deliverable from a discussion forum (e.g., summary, critique 
of arguments).
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Glossary

Asynchronous: Not occurring in the same time frame. Email is an example of asynchronous 
communication, in contrast with synchronous communication such as chat sessions.
 
Chat session: A form of synchronous communication facilitated by the Web usually constructed 
around specific topics or themes and conducted with a specified period of time.
 
Discussion board: Blackboard’s term for the online discussion area.
 
Flame:  An inappropriately critical email or discussion posting.
 
Main thread: The initial posting or the topic that has been posted. 
 
Moderate: The act of fostering culture and learning in an online discussion or chat.
 
New thread: A new line of discourse within a topic area; a parallel discussion of a related issue 
initiated by one of the participants. 
 
Synchronous: Occurring within the same time frame – in contrast with asynchronous 
communication such as email and threaded discussions.
 
Threaded discussion: A form of asynchronous communication facilitated by the Web usually 
constructed around specific topics over a period of time – called a forum in Blackboard.
 
Topic area: Blackboard allows topic areas to be created separately, each of which can contain one 
or more threaded discussions.

Collaborative Learning

Collaborative work not only helps students maintain a connection to their peers in the online 
environment and contributes to the learning community, it also has well-documented academic, 
social, and psychological benefits:

Academic Benefits

•   Promotes critical thinking skills by allowing students to clarify ideas through debate 
and discussion.

•   Promotes active learning over passive learning.

•   Develops oral and written communication skills.

•   Facilitates learning by providing an opportunity to view information from different 
perspectives and by creating associations between new and existing knowledge.

•   Increases retention of information.

•   Improves performance of weaker students when grouped with higher performing students.

•   Develops deeper understanding of topic for stronger students as they provide explanations 
for slower/weaker students.
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•   Stimulates a greater intrinsic motivation to learn and achieve.

•   Engenders a more positive attitude toward the subject area.

Social Benefits

•   Develops a social support system.

•   Promotes student-student interactions.

•   Places value on cooperation.

•   Fosters a team approach to problem solving.

•   Provides the foundation for building learning communities.

•   Provides opportunity for friendships to develop.

Psychological Benefits

•   Builds self-esteem in students.

•   Enhances satisfaction with the learning experience.

•   Encourages students to seek help from their peers.

•   Reduces anxiety and stress. 

Team Management

To organize team activities, consider such factors as team assignments, size, composition, roles, and 
working guidelines and/or rubrics for group participation. Students need a place to meet online and 
a means for presenting their work. Most learning management systems accommodate group work. 
With Blackboard, you can set up groups of students in which communication and shared work occurs 
just among those group members.

Team Assignment

Generally, it’s advisable for the instructor to assign students to groups. It’s difficult and challenging for 
students to form groups on their own. When you’d like to give students a choice, ask them for their 
preferences. However, make it clear that, while you’ll consider their choices, you may not be able to 
accommodate them.

Team Size and Composition

A team formed for the purpose of discussion may be as large as 10 or more. A team formed for the 
purpose of collaborating on an assignment, however, works best if it is no more than four. Coordination 
and communication takes too much time if the group is larger than four. Start with groups working 
in pairs on short-term, simple tasks. For more complicated, long-term tasks, increase the team size to 
a maximum of four. 
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Groups are most effective when the members are a heterogeneous mix (e.g., cultural diversity, gender 
balance, technology expertise, academic expertise).

Roles

Assigning and rotating roles facilitates cooperation and equitable sharing of the workload. Potential 
roles and their functions include:

•    Leader: Keeps the group on the assigned task at hand. Makes sure that all members of the 
group have an opportunity to participate.

•    Recorder: Maintains the group files and folders and keeps records of all group activities. 

•    Reporter: Responds to the class about the group’s activities or conclusions.

•    Wildcard: Acts as an assistant to the group leader and assumes the role of any member who 
may be missing. 

Guidelines

Collaboration doesn’t just happen. Students often don’t know how to behave effectively as team 
members. Providing clear guidelines regarding effective team behavior, responsibilities, and quality of 
work helps students know what is expected. Students who mutually agree on the ground rules have 
more buy in to the process. Guidelines can be converted to rubrics by which team members evaluate 
each other. (Refer to Appendix C for a sample team rubric).

Stages of Team Interaction

Try to keep team members together for as long as possible, since it takes a while for group dynamics 
to gel. Teams typically proceed through the following stages:

•    Orientation: getting acquainted, forming the team

•   Storming: expressing different views, values, and expectations

•    Cohesiveness: working together productively toward a common goal with a 
shared understanding

•  Performing: presenting the results of the team’s effort
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Performance Criterion
 

Elaboration 

Organization

Sentence Structure

Mechanics:
Spelling, Punctuation, 
and Grammar

References

Excellent
4

Well-written paper. 
Fully elaborates points 
addressed with clear, 
accurate, and detailed 
information to 
support thesis. 

Clearly organized, 
cohesive, and focused. 
Paper has a title, 
introduction, body, and 
conclusion. Effective use 
of paragraphs, headings 
and subheadings. 

Sentences are succinct 
and understandable 
on their own (e.g., 
no run-on sentences, 
sentence fragments, or 
redundancy). 

All spelling is correct.
Punctuation and 
grammar rules are 
followed.
Each sentence is 
grammatically consistent 
with the sentences 
surrounding it. There is 
continuity with respect 
to plural vs. singular 
referents, passive vs. 
active voice, first person 
vs. second person voice. 

Information is gathered 
from a wide variety of high 
quality sources. Conclusion 
provides an insightful 
synthesis of reference 
information.  References 
are cited correctly. 

Good
3

Well-written paper. 
Most points elaborated 
with clear and detailed 
information to support 
thesis. May contain 
minor factual errors. 

Good organization of 
paragraphs with few 
statements out of place. 
Most headings and 
subheadings are effective.

Sentences are precise. 
Wasted words and 
redundancy are avoided. 
Contains a few run-
on sentences and/or 
sentence fragments.

Possesses one or two 
mechanical errors. None 
of these errors interfere 
with comprehension. 

Information is gathered 
from multiple sources, 
but quality of sources 
varies. Conclusion has 
a synthesis of reference 
information. References 
are cited correctly. 

Needs Improvement
2

Adequately written 
paper. Some points 
elaborated. May contain 
factual errors or irrelevant 
information.  

Organization present but 
awkward. May contain 
several statements out 
of place and problems 
with introduction or 
conclusion. Lack of topic 
sentences. Headings 
and subheadings are not 
effective. 

Sentences are generally 
understandable. There are 
some run-on sentences, 
redundancy, and/or 
sentence fragments.

Possesses three or four 
mechanical errors. One 
or two of these errors 
make comprehension 
difficult. 

Information is gathered from 
multiple sources, but quality 
of sources varies. Conclusion 
has inadequate synthesis of 
reference information. Some 
references are not cited 
correctly. 

Unacceptable
1

Awkward writing style, 
points are general, factual 
errors present, and may 
stray from thesis.  

  

Organization is confusing 
to the reader. May 
lack proper paragraph 
construction, transitions, 
organizing support, or 
relevant information. 
Lacks headings and 
subheadings.  

Sentences are not 
succinct (e.g., they 
contain several thoughts 
and/or are redundant). 
Sentence fragments exist. 

Possesses more than four 
errors with multiple 
critical errors interfering 
with comprehension.  

Information is gathered 
from inappropriate 
resources.
Synthesis of resource 
information is inadequate. 
References are not cited 
correctly.  

Points

 Total Points: 

 Appendix B: Paper Rubric

Paper Writing Rubric

Name: 

Assignment:

Grader:

Date:

Comments: 



 Appendix C: Teamwork Rubric

Team Project Evaluation

Your Name: 

Team Members:

Name of Member Being Evaluated: 

Date:

 

Each member of a team is expected to contribute his/her fair share to the team’s project. On each assignment, team members 

will assess each person’s effort using the scale below.

Points: All team members will receive a grade for the quality of the project they submitted. If a majority of the team gives an 

individual member a score of 60% less than the average given to all other team members, the points of that individual will be 

reduced by the percentage indicated by the other group members.

Directions:

Rate each member, including yourself, on a scale from 1 – 5. 

Circle the numbers on the right of each category to indicate 

overall quality for the category. Mark “+” for strengths on the 

blanks to the left of each quality indicator within categories.

 

Effective team member:                                                                                                1   2   3   4   5

  -    Allows others to contribute and participate

  -     Has a good attitude

  -    Displays positive work habits and social skills

 

Responsible in group:                                                                                                   1   2   3   4   5

  -    Follows instructor’s directions

  -    Follows group directions

  -    Uses group time wisely

  -    Meets deadlines (turns assignments in on time)

 

Thoughtful in work:                                                                                                     1   2   3   4   5

  -    Prepares prior to group meetings

  -    Contributes good ideas

  -    Poses questions

 

Quality of work:                                                                                                          1   2   3   4   5

  -    Does a fair share of the group’s work

  -    Quick to suggest solutions to problems as they occur

  -    Contributes to the group’s success
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1. Unskilled

2. Poorly Skilled

3. Moderately Skilled

4. Skilled


